2015 Newsletter
Hello! You are receiving our annual newsletter because you have either purchased products from us
or expressed interest in items produced here at Red Gate Farm. This newsletter is intended to
update you on farm happenings, make you aware of any changes to the farm product list, and it gives
us a chance to be very open and honest about the successes and challenges we experience as we
strive to be stewards of this land and the animals we have been blessed to raise. We realize that you
are very busy, and greatly appreciate you giving us a few minutes of your precious time.
We want to sincerely thank those of you who supported us in our first year doing business here in IL.
We felt welcomed, appreciated, and very supported in our endeavors to bring you fresh, healthy,
incredibly-flavored, all natural meats, eggs, and produce! We thank you for getting all your deposits
to us in a timely manner, as that helps us pay the up-front costs for raising your foods over the next
year. We thank you for respecting scheduled pick-up times, which, in turn, was a respect of our
family time and farm schedule. Finally, we thank you very much for your referrals. Truly, one of the
greatest compliments we receive is the referral of friends and family, and many of you did just that!
I’d like to give you a brief summary of the last year around the farm. When the year started out, beef
and raw milk was a big focus for us. Neither of those plans turned out as we expected, though. We
lost one beef calf, and when beef cattle prices went through the roof thanks to last year’s hard winter,
we were unable to purchase more than a couple for future years. We also lost our milk cow
unexpectedly. Then, when the Illinois Department of Health decided to ramp up its attempt to make
raw milk regulations that are impossible for small farms like us to meet (they haven’t succeeded yet!!),
we decided to continue supplying our own family with our fresh, raw, goat milk, but not focus on the
sale of milk so much. Turkey, broilers, and eggs, on the other hand, resulted in demand way above
and beyond what we had expected, and we quickly ran out! You will notice big changes in those
areas as a result. Our classes and clinic offerings also proved quite popular, with many return
customers eager to learn a new paradigm and gain insights into animal husbandry methods and selfsufficiency skills. Due to customer requests for regular farm updates, we set up a Facebook page to
keep you “in the know.” The biggest challenges of our year occurred first when Sean tore a tendon in
both elbows, resulting in most of the outdoor workload falling to Danielle for several months while he
recovered (he’s still recovering, but is back to work for the most part). Then, one of our draft horses
sustained a severe injury in a freak accident while out grazing one day, which really set us back, both
physically (we don’t have a tractor, as the horses do all the heavy moving for us) and financially in vet
bills and the purchase of a new horse. God always provides, though. I got help on the farm through
a new organization we joined called “WWOOF” (WorldWide Opportunities for Organic Farming),
which allowed us to start hosting eager young adults who wanted to work on a farm to gain
experience and learn new techniques. Things in the horse department also improved, as the
community found out about our wagon and carriage rides. This past Christmas season kept us
extremely busy, with almost every event completely booked up weeks in advance. Overall, we had a
great year, learning the central IL climate, falling in love with our community, and getting to know our
wonderful customers!
The 2015 year is looking to be just as exciting (we’ll just hope to avoid the big challenges of last
year)! Our farm has become quite popular with WWOOF’ers, and we regularly host folks for several
days or weeks at a time. In fact, in March, we are expecting our first WWOOF full-season intern to

join us, which will be a huge help during the incredibly busy growing and harvest season. We hope to
build a guest cabin this year, to allow them more private accommodations. In addition to the changes
in our 2014 offerings, we have also added several things I want to make you aware of. We now offer
gift certificates in $25, $50, and $100 increments, redeemable for any item we offer, so you can
provide friends and family with a gift that is both healthy and enjoyable! We have introduced new
classes and clinics for the 2015 season, so you will want to check out our website and see what may
peak your interest. As time allows, we will be offering our new horse-drawn formal carriage for
weddings, proms, and other special occasions. For those of you who ordered beef or pork this past
year, a big change for the new year is that we have chosen a new processor. We actually worked
with them this fall as a test run, and were very pleased. The facility was much cleaner, the final cuts
were nicer, and it was overall a better experience. It is a little further (in Jacksonville) and processing
costs will be slightly higher, but we believe the final product is well worth it. Finally, be sure to “Like”
our farm Facebook page (www.facebook.com/redgatellc) to stay up to date with farm happenings,
and check out our schedule of events for the year (www.redgatefarmllc.com/events), so you can get
events on your calendar early. Pay special attention to the “Farm Day” date, which is our biggest
event of the year!
We have had many questions regarding our pricing, especially when compared to grocery store or
other farm costs. We want to emphasize that there is a big difference between foods purchased at a
retail store or from a casual farmstead, as compared to a sustainable-minded farm. We spend a
great deal of time, energy, and expense to feed wholesome, nutrient-rich, feeds that are free of
chemicals, preservatives, flavorings, colors, etc. Because it lacks inexpensive and undigestible fillers,
however, our feeds and minerals cost us more. We try to patronize animal breeders that have similar,
all-natural, and stewardship-focused goals. Animals like this are more expensive at the initial
purchase, which also increases costs. We do not receive government subsidies or grants of any
type. Much of the food purchased in standard retail stores is subsidized in some way. Every
expense on our farm is out of our pockets. The advantage, however, is that we are able to raise
foods according to Biblical principles and healthy methods. We believe there is no better
accountability than a customer coming to the farm to check on how we do things! Then, there is the
time involved. While confining animals in a smaller area, with permanent waterers, feeders, and
shelters may be easier, prettier, and more efficient for the farmer, we do not believe it is in the best
interest of the animal. Our intensive management and rotational methods, which utilize temporary,
portable structures that can move with the animals, allows us to simulate the natural wild-herd
foraging mannerisms, and ensures our animals have continuous access to clean, fresh forage, clean
lounging areas, and further results in reduced parasites and disease-causing organisms. This
method also means we are increasing topsoil instead of losing it, improving the health of the land,
soils, and plants, instead of decreasing it, keeping the valuable nutrients from animal manure on our
land, rather than allowing it to leach or erode into waterways, and so forth. Of course, this also
means we spend a great deal of time moving and setting up animals in new foraging areas. Time
also has a cost. Because 2014 was a big test of the market in this area, we took a guess at the items
that would be most popular. We also had to make an estimate of what our costs would be, as we had
to base all expenses on our costs when we farmed out west. In some cases, we did OK, in some we
barely broke even, but in other areas, we took a big hit. Any business will not be able to stay in
business if it isn’t profitable, and the same goes for a sustainable farm business like ours. We strive
hard to keep prices fair, predictable, and affordable, and try to avoid raising prices whenever possible.
As we stated last year, we believe “you get what you pay for,” and “you are what you eat” in a manner
of speaking. The way we see it, we aren’t just caring for animals, rather, we are caring for our own
family (and yours) through the end product. I’m sure you will agree that our families deserve only the
best! Based on the results of this year, we are forced to make a few changes for the 2015 year. I will
describe changes in more detail under each product category.

Please take a moment to read through our offerings this year. As a thank you to current customers,
all purchasers from the previous year will receive this information one week earlier than anyone else.
Since we take deposits on a first-come, first-served basis, this policy allows you an opportunity to get
your orders in early. If you would like to reserve anything, please take a moment to fill out the order
form and drop it in the mail with your deposit. You can also e-mail it back and we can send you an
invoice via PayPal if you prefer to use a credit card. As some of you discovered, we ran out of certain
items this year and had to turn down later requests. If you plan to order, do not delay!!
Of course, you are welcome to come by the farm anytime to see the animals you have reserved, and
see our set up. If all you want to do is peek over the fence and see where the animals are on a given
day, come anytime. We have no secrets in the way we do things here. However, we do have large
horses, cattle, and livestock guardian dogs, so for the safety of you and our animals, if you prefer to
get up close and personal with the animals, tour the farm inside the fenced areas, or ask questions,
then we ask that you make an appointment for a Farm Tour (details on the our website), to ensure
that we can be available to show you around and answer any questions you might have. Be sure to
leave yourself plenty of time, as it can be very relaxing to sit around with a cold drink on a warm day,
watching the chickens race back and forth chasing bugs, seeing the cows and goats munching their
grass, holding the baby animals, or even giving the pigs a scratch behind the ears.
Thank you for your time, and please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. We look
forward to serving you.
Sincerely,
The Londrigan Family

